Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is commonly found in many biological materials. As ACC readily crystallizes into calcite, stabilizers, such as anions, cations or macromolecules, often occur to avoid or delay unwanted crystallization. In biogenic ACC, magnesium is commonly present as one of the stabilizing agents. It is generally thought that the presence of mobile water in ACC is responsible for its limited stability and that the strong interaction of Mg 2+ with water stabilizes the amorphous structure by retarding dehydration of ACC. To test this hypothesis, we studied the mobility of hydrous species in the model materials ACC, amorphous magnesium carbonate (AMC) and amorphous calcium/magnesium carbonate (ACMC), using quasi elastic neutron scattering (QENS) which is highly sensitive to the dynamics of H atoms. We discovered that hydrous species in the considered amorphous materials consist of water and hydroxide ions, as magnesium ions are incorporated in a ratio of 1 to about 0.6 with OH À . Surprisingly, we found that there is no evidence of translational diffusion of water and hydroxides when calcium is present in the samples, showing that hydrous species are highly static. However, we did observe diffusion of water in AMC with similar dynamics to that found for water in clays. Our results suggest that Mg 2+ -water interactions alone are not the only reason for the high stability of AMC and ACMC. The stabilizing effect of Mg ions, in addition to Mg-water binding, is likely to be caused by binding to hydroxide in amorphous calcium carbonates. In fact, the incorporation of hydroxides into the amorphous phase results in a mineral composition that is incompatible with any of the known Ca/Mg-carbonate crystal phases, requiring large scale phase separation to reach the composition of even the basic magnesium carbonate minerals artinite and hydromagnesite.
Introduction
Magnesium substituted calcium carbonate is a widespread biogenic mineral. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Calcite, the thermodynamically stable polymorph of calcium carbonate, is often not directly formed from solution, but rather through a series of polymorphs starting with an amorphous precursor known as amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC). [6] [7] [8] [9] The stability of ACC is a key factor in its role as a biomineral precursor and in biogenic ACC stabilizers are often present, most commonly Mg ions. 1 The stabilizing effect of Mg 2+ is frequently attributed to the high dehydration energy of magnesium ions, relative to calcium ions, 10, 11 which retards the dehydration of the ACC 8 and hence prevents crystallization. The stability of synthetic ACC has been studied extensively both with 8, 12, 13 and without 6, 7, 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] the incorporation of Mg 2+ . In magnesium-free ACC the stability has been suggested to depend on the mobility of water molecules [17] [18] [19] and NMR studies 14, 20 have suggested that several types of water exist in ACC: translationally rigid, restricted mobile and liquid-like H 2 O. 17 However, recent studies have indicated that the water in ACC is mainly structural (i.e. binding to ions) 21 and may kinetically stabilize the amorphous network via hydrogen bonding to the carbonates. 22 Incorporating magnesium into the ACC phases increases the lifetime of the amorphous phase in solution from a few minutes 7 to several hours. 12 However, it is unclear if and how magnesium affects the dynamics of the water molecules inside the amorphous phase. In this work, we investigate the dynamics of water in different Mg-containing samples ranging from Mg free ACC to calcium free amorphous magnesium carbonate (AMC) using quasi elastic neutron scattering (QENS). The QENS instrument IRIS 23 was chosen given its wide dynamic range from a few ps to tens of ps, the range used to study translation diffusion in bulk and confined water in many mesoporous materials. [24] [25] [26] [27] This range also covers the time scales for confined rotational motion of hydrous species in both clays and zeolites. 26, 28 Compositional analysis of the samples revealed that, unlike calcium ions, magnesium ions coprecipitate with hydroxide ions generated by the sodium carbonate salt upon dissolution. This results in a composition of Ca 1Àx Mg x -(CO 3 ) 1À0.32(4)x (OH) 0.64 (8) x ÁnH 2 O. Five samples were chosen for analysis with x = 0, 0.22 (2) , 0.52(2), 0.73(2) and 1, and with n = 1.1-1.2. Our analysis reveals that the hydrous species in all calcium containing samples do not show any translational diffusion within the resolution of the instrument and that the high stability of AMC compared to ACC is likely due, in addition to the higher dehydration energy of the magnesium ions, to the strong interaction between magnesium and hydroxide ions. Also, if hydroxy groups are incorporated in the solid, an additional dehydroxylation step is required before crystallization and this can slow down the kinetics of the transformation. Moreover, we found that part of the water in AMC does show jump diffusion with a jump distance of 2.66(8) Å and a residence time of 15.4(1) ps, giving a diffusion constant of 7.6(3) Â 10 À10 m 2 s À1 .
Results

Sample characterization
To assess the composition of the prepared materials, the samples were measured with inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) ( Fig. S1 , ESI †) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) ( Fig. 1A) . FTIR analysis was performed on the AMC sample with three hydration levels n = 1.2, 0.5 and 0 (respectively the as prepared material and two samples obtained by heating at temperatures of 100 1C and 180 1C for 2 hours). The FTIR analysis showed that the O-H stretching and H-O-H bending modes of water decrease in intensity with dehydration, as expected, and that only the band at 3600 cm À1 remains after full dehydration ( Fig. 1A) . Given that after complete dehydration there is no presence of a H 2 O bending band and that the position of the O-H stretching band is characteristic of basic O-H groups it was concluded that hydroxide ions are present in the magnesium-containing amorphous sample. On the other hand, it was previously shown that hydroxides are only incorporated in ACC in trace amounts unless NaOH is added during the synthesis, 16 which was not the case of the samples studied here. Combining these results, it was determined that the synthesized samples consist of Ca, Mg (determined from ICP-OES), CO 3 2À , OH À and H 2 O (identified from FTIR and quantified from TGA). To quantify the amount of hydrous species within the samples, TGA data were analyzed as follows. Taking charge neutrality into account we can assume a composition of:
The TGA measurement showed two mass losses, one at B100 1C (loss of water) and the second between 250 1C and 800 1C where the following decomposition takes place: 29
Naming m f and Dm the final mass of the remaining oxide and the mass loss from 250-800 1C, respectively, i.e. loss of water and carbon dioxide during decomposition, y can be determined from the TGA data using the following relation: Since any diffusion occurring faster than the resolution limit of the instrument results in a decrease in the intensity of the elastic line, by following the temperature dependent variation of this peak ( Fig. 1A ) one can identify phase transitions in the samples, such as the melting of any bulk or confined water. 27 For ACC a steady decrease in the intensity is observed from 5 K to 300 K with no apparent phase transition. For AMC the same steady decrease is observed from 5 K to B240 K after which a drop in intensity is observed indicating a change in dynamics. 
Quasi elastic neutron scattering (QENS)
To compare the broadening of the elastic line between the samples, the measured spectra were averaged over Q to give a single spectrum for each sample (Fig. 3 ). ACC and AMC samples both show increasing line broadening with increasing temperature. However, most of the elastic line is still present, showing that most of the hydrogen is not mobile on a time scale below 75 ps, which is the resolution limit of the instrument. For ACC (Fig. 3A) and AMC (Fig. 3B ) the line broadening increases with temperature as expected since hydrogen mobility generally increases with temperature. For AMC the increase from 250 K to 300 K is significantly higher than for ACC as already suggested by the FEWS results ( Fig. 2 ). For samples with varying magnesium content, the spectra of all samples were normalized to the height of the elastic line to compare the line broadening. From the normalized spectra ( Fig. 3C) , it is clear that the ACC and ACMC samples have similar line broadening while the AMC sample exhibits a significantly broader elastic line, which indicates that hydrogen is more mobile.
To determine the type of hydrogen motion, the Q dependent QENS spectra acquired on the 50 detectors of an IRIS spectrometer were binned into 10 groups, in order to gain sufficient signal to noise ratio, and were processed as follows. For each Q and for all samples, the line profile was fitted by a convolution of the elastic line measured at 5 K and a single Lorentzian peak function ( Fig. S2 and S3 in the ESI †). A fit using two Lorentzian peaks was also performed but without any improvement, indicating that only a single type of motion is observed. The FWHM of each Lorentzian is reported in Fig. 4A for all samples. In the case of translational diffusion an increase in the FWHM of the elastic line with Q is expected, 24, 30 while for confined rotational motion the FWHM of the elastic line should be independent of Q. 28 Despite the noise in the data (Fig. 4A ) it is clear that there is no increase in line broadening for ACC and the three ACMC samples with Q indicating that the motion observed is confined. By fitting the FWHM with a straight line the residence time (t) for the confined rotational motion of the calcium containing samples was calculated for each sample as t = 2 h/HWHM, where HWHM is the half width at half maximum and h is the reduced Planck's constant. The resulting residence time vs. magnesium concentration is shown in Fig. 4B . A small increase of the FWHM with Q, typical of translational diffusion, is observed only for the AMC sample, for Q values from 0.5 to 1 Å À1 .
Because of the much higher QENS signal in the AMC sample, reasonable signal to noise levels could be achieved with 25 detector groups giving more points in the low Q region. With this binning, the Hall-Ross 30 jump diffusion model fits the data better than the straight line used for confined rotational motion (see Fig. S4 for details, ESI †). Therefore, diffusion of water within the solid cannot be excluded for AMC. From the Hall-Ross model we estimate a Gaussian distribution of jump distances with a mean jump distance of 2.66(8) Å and a residence time of 15.4(1) ps. The presence of water diffusing in AMC at 300 K can also explain the drop observed after 250 K in the FEWS measurement (Fig. 2B ).
Discussion
A first finding that emerges from our results regards the composition of Mg-containing amorphous carbonates. Previous studies have addressed the synthesis of AMC, 29,31-33 but the incorporation of hydroxide ions within ACMC/AMC has not been reported so far, to the best of our knowledge. A second interesting observation is that, in calcium containing samples, we do not find translational diffusion of hydrous species comparable to that of liquid or loosely bound water, indicating that the water molecules in these samples are mainly structural. This is in agreement with recent neutron and X-ray pdf analyses of ACC that showed that water molecules preferentially form H-bonds with anions rather than with other water molecules. 21 When compared to a scenario where water causes instabilities due to the presence of pores of mobile water, 19 our results support the notion that, instead, structural water helps to stabilize the amorphous network 22 regardless of its Mg content.
ACC/ACMC/AMC composition
The composition of AMC has been previously reported as MgCO 3 ÁnH 2 O. 29, [31] [32] [33] However, performing FTIR on dehydrated samples indicated the presence of hydroxide ions in the magnesium containing samples and this was also confirmed by the mass loss seen from TGA analysis, which showed a mass loss too low to be consistent with a pure carbonate sample. The high levels of OH À incorporation with magnesium in ACMC/AMC is consistent with the lower solubility of Mg(OH) 2 34 than MgCO 3 . 35 The incorporation of OH À in ACC is well studied 16, 36, 37 and only trace amounts are incorporated unless the synthesis is carried out at high pH, by adding NaOH. 16 This is not surprising as CaCO 3 38 is less soluble than Ca(OH) 2 . 39 To the best of our knowledge only a handful of AMC studies have been published, 29, [31] [32] [33] and there the OH À content of the material has not been reported. For this reason, it is difficult to say if the incorporation of hydroxide is a general feature or if it is only a feature of our synthesis. However, if this is a general feature of AMC it is likely to have an important role in the higher kinetic stability of AMC and ACMC, as hydroxides are known to stabilize magnesium-free ACC, where OH À containing ACC exhibits longer crystallization times in solution and higher crystallization temperatures during heating. 16 
Hydrogen mobility
The confined rotational motion of the water molecules and possibly of the hydroxide ions is most likely a reorientation of the O-H bond (of water or hydroxide ions) between H-bonding sites (i.e. with the hydrogen pointing towards oxygen of a neighboring water, carbonate or hydroxide) in the local environment. This confined rotational motion implies that hydrous species are bound for B18 ps to one of the available oxygens in its near vicinity before switching to an adjacent site. A residence time of B18 ps, as found for confined rotational motion in ACC/ACMC, is comparable to typical times reported for reorientational motion of water in other hydrated minerals (e.g. clays 26 and zeolites 28 ) and one order of magnitude slower than what is found in liquid water at room temperature. 24 At low Mg 2+ contents, hydrogens from water are likely to be preferentially hydrogen bonded to carbonate molecules similar to what we have recently shown for ACC. 21 The translational motion observed in AMC, but not in ACC or ACMC, is comparable in jump distance and residence time with what was been reported for 2-dimensional water in vermiculite and montmorillonite, 25, 26 suggesting that water molecules diffuse, in AMC, in a confined space. However, it must be noticed that there is still a large elastic signal at high Q (Fig. S3, ESI †) and only a part of the water in AMC exhibits this relatively faster dynamics. The lack of jump diffusion in the ACC/ACMC samples suggests that calcium may prevent fast dynamics of the water molecules more effectively than magnesium. This is somewhat counterintuitive given the higher dehydration energy of the magnesium ion. 10, 11 The presence of a small fraction of water molecules characterized by this faster dynamic may be related to the higher coordination number of the calcium ion allowing for more water molecules to bind per cation. In the case of AMC, as the Mg ion can accommodate less water, a small fraction of molecules is relatively free to diffuse within the solid. However, without a detailed structural description of AMC and ACMC it is difficult to quantitatively describe the properties of these water molecules.
The existence of liquid-like water in amorphous carbonates has been suggested by several NMR studies. 14, 17 The presence of this kind of water within the materials studied here seems to be however unlikely. Residence times and jump distances for confined H 2 O molecules in clays and mesoporous compounds have been reported between 2 and 43 ps and between 1.1 and 3.9 Å, respectively. 25, 26 Bulk liquid water has much faster diffusion with a residence time of 1.25 ps and a jump distance of 1.29 Å. 24 Translational diffusion of water exhibits residence times larger than 75 ps (the resolution limit of the IRIS instrument) and 15 ps, respectively, for ACC/ACMC and AMC. This indicates that the large majority of water in these materials is structural. Although structural, water can still slowly diffuse through the material as has been predicted by MD simulations. 40 Assuming a similar jump distance to that in AMC and using the equation
where l is the jump distance and t the residence time, 24 one can calculate an upper limit for the diffusion coefficient (D) of about 1.57 Â 10 À10 m 2 s À1 . MD simulations, however, have suggested diffusion coefficients as much as 5 orders of magnitude lower. 40 Given the relatively slow diffusion of water in these systems it is unlikely that the mobility of the internal water plays a large role in initiating ACC crystallization compared to the much higher mobility of water at the surface of ACC that may be present. This is consistent with the long life time of ACC under vacuum (46 months) 41 or in confinement 14 compared to the lifetime in solution (minutes). 7, 9 On the mechanism of stabilization To form the anhydrous minerals calcite or magnesite, water has to be removed from the material by diffusion. In this sense, as a structural component in the amorphous phase, water can be thought to stabilize against crystallization, 22 but if nucleation occurs the water would be released forming bulk water that will promote crystallization 41, 42 as it also provides mobility for the ions. The addition of magnesium may slow down the dehydration dynamics, and hence retard the transformation of ACC, as the free energy of solvation for Mg is 60% higher than for Ca. 43 Furthermore, the consequential incorporation of hydroxide ions may have an additional important effect. Hydroxide incorporation in ACC is known to increase the crystallization temperature and its lifetime in solution. 16 In AMC the effect of hydroxides has been less explored but the composition of the AMC is not compatible with any of the mixed hydroxide/ carbonate phases, given that the OH/CO 3 ratio in AMC is B1, while it is 2 in artinite 44 and 0.5 in hydromagnesite. 45 AMC, therefore, when exposed to increasing temperatures, maintains its amorphous structure up to 400 1C when the carbonate and hydroxides contemporaneously decompose. 29 This crystallization temperature is much higher than the highest temperature reported for non-OH containing ACC. 15, 36 Also in solution the AMC phase is kinetically more stable than the ACC phase. 12, 46 However, it is unclear if the solubility of AMC is higher or lower than ACC, as the values are not reported in the literature. Based on the fact that MgCO 3 is more soluble than calcite 35 but Mg(OH) 2 is less soluble than calcite, Ca(OH) 2 and MgCO 3 , 34 both Mg 2+ and OH À can only be in solution in very low concentration. This reflects the large binding affinity of the species and for this reason, probably, OH À ions are incorporated in the amorphous precipitates. This strong magnesium-hydroxide binding in the amorphous phases may provide an additional barrier to dissolution/recrystallization in the magnesium containing samples compared to ACC. 12, 46 Yet, the lifetime of the amorphous phase in solution should not be purely associated with the structure and composition of the amorphous phase, as it also depends on other factors such as the rate of nucleation of the crystalline phases.
Conclusions
By analyzing the composition of ACC/ACMC/AMC it is found that Mg substitution in ACC does not occur by simply replacing one calcium ion with a magnesium one but by incorporating hydroxide ions together with magnesium, giving rise to substituted phases with a composition of Ca 1Àx Mg x (CO 3 ) 1À0.32x (OH) x0.64 ÁnH 2 O with 0 r x r 1 and n = 1.1-1.2. Therefore, it is important to consider the presence of hydroxide ions in amorphous carbonates, especially when they contain small divalent cations that tend to have very low solubility of their hydroxide minerals, as OH ions can significantly affect the stability of the amorphous phase. As for the motion of hydrous species in ACC/ACMC we found that this is spatially confined in the time range below 75 ps. We also determined that H-bonds' residence time between reorientation events is around 18 ps for ACC and ACMC (with 0 r x r 0.73). In AMC, a fraction of water molecules exhibits translational diffusion with a residence time of 15.4 ps. Since no translational diffusion was detected in ACC/ACMC, based on the instrument resolution and assuming a similar jump distance to AMC, we could determine an upper limit for the water diffusion coefficient in ACC/ACMC of D max = 1.57 Â 10 À10 m 2 s À1 , thereby ruling out the presence of liquid or liquid-like water in ACC/ACMC.
Materials and methods
Materials synthesis
ACC/AMC was synthesized by rapid mixing of 20 mL 1 M (Ca/Mg)Cl 2 (CaCl 2 Á2H 2 O Z 99%, MgCl 2 Á6H 2 O 99-102%, Sigma Aldrich) solution with 480 mL Na 2 CO 3 (Na 2 CO 3 Á10H 2 O 99.999%, Sigma Aldrich) to get an initial concentration of 40 mM of both the carbonate and Ca/Mg ions. The solution was filtered, after which the solid was washed with cold ethanol (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich) and dried in a vacuum desiccator for a minimum of 24 h.
ICP-OES
Ca and Mg contents were determined by ICP using a Perkin Elmer optima 8000 ICP-OES spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, US).
TGA-DSC
Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on a TGA/DSC (SENSYS evo TGA-DSC, SETARAM instrumentation, Caluire, France). The samples were placed in a corundum crucible and heated from 25-800 1C at 21 min À1 .
QENS
Quasi elastic neutron scattering was performed on the IRIS instrument 23 at ISIS-TS1 using a pyrolytic graphite 002 analyser (STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK). The samples were measured from À0.4 to 0.4 meV in o and from 0.42 to 1.85 Å À1 in Q. B2 grams of sample was place in an annular aluminium can with 2 mm sample thickness. ACC and AMC were measured at 5 K, 250 K and 300 K for 6 hours while ACMC with Mg/ (Ca + Mg) = 0.22, 0.52 and 0.73 was measured at 300 K for 6 hours. Fixed elastic window scan was performed on ACC and AMC from 5 K to 300 K with 5 K resolution and 20 min exposure per step. Data reduction and analysis were performed in Mantid. 47 
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